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Today, Sam The caT iS bored…

All my friends are busy. I don’t know what I could do this afternoon!
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Look at that! Wool balls! Well I guess I could spend my time playing with them. 

That could be a lot of fun!
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Oh man! The wool balls dropped! 

I’m so clumsy! 

What if I followed them? They 

might take me somewhere...
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Meet up with Sam in Russia & 

Antarctica at page 22

 Go to page 10 to know more about Sam’s adven-

tures in Africa and the sea

Follow Sam’s adventures in America 

at page 14

Sam’s adventures in China & Australia is 

beginning at page 18
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Look! There are two elephants! I’m Sam the cat. What are your 
names?

We are Thiemoko and Mahdi, the African elephants. Nice to meet 
you Sam.

I’m quite surprised. Both of you are elephants, but only one of you 
has tusks. Why is that so?

It’s because of poaching : humans cut off our tusks to get some 
money, because they are very rare!

I see… well, they should stop doing it ..! Thanks for the explanation, 
I’m going ahead to reach the sea. 
What will be the next animal I meet ?
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Oh an Orca! How big you are! Please don’t eat me!

Don’t be afraid, I don’t eat cats, and I’m very kind! I’m an Orca, 
and I’m Azurine, the kindest Orca in the world !

Oh, I’m so relieved. And what do you do in the sea ?

I travel from one ocean to another. Do you want me to help you 
travel the oceans?

Oh yes, I would love that!
13RetuRn page 9 to choose anotheR sam’s tRip
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 Look! An Alpaca!

*spits*  No! I’m Alba the llama!

My mom always told me that it was rude to spit on people. Why are you doing such a 
thing?

 I’m a llama, I spit when I’m angry. And now I am very angry because you mistook me 
for an Alpaca! I have a much longer neck and much less hair than him!

“Really? I have to see that for myself! I’m going to find an Alpaca to compare - see 
you later!” 
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Oh! But you are not an Alpaca then, you’re a Stag! Hi, I’m Sam the Cat! 

Hi! I’m not a Stag! I’m an Elk. We are very different: I’m much bigger! and my antlers 
are bigger too!

Sorry. And do you have your antlers all the time? Sometimes I see Elk without them.

You’re right. We lose them during the winter and they grow back later.

Alright! See you later mister..

Mister Zack. See you Sam !



17 17go to page 9 to find sam in anotheR countRy
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Why are you eating? It’s not lu nch time!

I don’t think we have met yet. I’m Feng the Panda. And so that you k now, I’m always 
eating

But what are you eating?

Bamboo. Do you want to try?

No thanks. But you are eating so much!

Yes, I eat almost 20 kilos of this per day.

Wow, that’s huge! Well enjoy your meal, I’m going to continue my adventure.
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Hey you! I’m Ella the kangaroo. 
You’re not from rou nd here, are 

you?

No, I decided to travel because I 
was bored at home.

I see, would you like to box with 
me? I’m crazy about that!

Hum… No thank you, I have 
never boxed before… but thanks 
for asking me! See you!



21 21Quick ! select anotheR sam’s tRip at page 9
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Hello you, I’m Vadim the brown bear, I’m not a teddy bear!

So you’re a real bear! But why aren’t you sleeping?

It’s not the right time for hibernation. But I’m preparing for it by eating a lot of roots 
and berries

Aren’t you eating honey, as well?

I must admit that I love honey, but I’m not eating that much of it. I prefer hu nting fish.

So you’re an omnivore!

That’s right!

Well, I’m going to find some berries for you, see you later!
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Hello there, I’m Mahala the polar bear

What a strange animal! Why are you white? I have just 
met another bear and he was brown!

I’m white so I can camouflage myself against the ice-
floes, because the environment isn’t the same. But we 

are not that different, we both are bears and come 
from the same family. 

Oh, I u nderstand well now! I will remember that! Are 
there some berries here?

Unfortu nately no, we’re on the floe here and there are 
no berries, it’s too cold!

Oh, I see. Well I’m going to find some elsewhere, bye-
bye!

25choose anotheR countRy at page 9 to 
caRRy on following sam !
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Mom, Dad! I’m back from my trip! I travelled all arou nd the globe and I have met some very 
interesting animals.

Where have you been, darling?

I have travelled on many continents : Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania and America. I have 
also been to the North Pole and u nderwater! Next time, you should come with me! I’m sure 
we will meet plenty of new animals!
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